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Abstract
Rising health care costs and continued concerns about safety, efficacy, and quality have resulted in the demand for more data and evidence by payors, regulators, providers, and patients alike. Stakeholders with different objectives for the use of data are driving the need for more and “better” data. It is important for organizations to not only understand how to handle and collect data but also translate it into actionable information that can help transform health care delivery. Appropriate use of data can lead to reduced health care costs and increased value to all stakeholders. In June 2012, NCCN assembled a work group composed of thought leaders from NCCN Member Institutions and other organizations to identify and examine the challenges of data generation, collection, and application for clinical, regulatory, and coverage decision-making. The NCCN Data Needs Work Group identified 4 main areas for consideration: data sources, patient-derived data, payor-collected data, and regulatory policy toward data generation and use. (JNCCN 2013;11(Suppl 2):S1–S12)

Executive Summary
Rising health care costs and continued concerns about safety, efficacy, and quality have resulted in the demand for more data and evidence by payors, regulators, providers, and patients alike. Stakeholders with different objectives for the use of data are driving the need for more and “better” data. A common foundation of high-quality data that are available in real-time is a high priority for multiple stakeholders, along with the ability to analyze and use the data for decision-making. Data should be available that can simultaneously be used to improve the delivery of health care, yield measures for quality improvement, provide a foundation for clinical research, and deliver information for health care reimbursement and policy decision-making. In an ideal world, data would be acquired and aggregated and, in turn, synthesized into information and knowledge, and finally, wisdom to benefit patients and society.

Possible sources of data include both interventional studies (ie, clinical trials) and noninterventional studies (ie, registries, observational studies, patient-reported outcomes, postmarketing surveillance studies). These noninterventional data sources have varying levels of richness, different time frames for collection, different data collection rules, and varying data abstraction, and are not usually open access. Ideally, an integrated coordinated database would exist that could solve multiple problems simultaneously and provide information that could assist in health care optimization and redesign along with improving value and quality of care.

To identify and examine the challenges of data generation, collection, and application for clinical, regulatory, and coverage decision-making, NCCN assembled a work group composed of thought leaders from NCCN Member Institutions and those representing patients, manufacturers, payors, and government agencies. The NCCN Data Needs Work Group identified key areas of concern and, when possible, identified recommendations for improvement. The NCCN Data Needs Work Group, along with NCCN, recognizes that data have numerous uses in health care, and this report is not meant to be an exhaustive review. For the purposes of discussion, the NCCN Data Needs Work Group agreed to focus on observational and noninterventional sources of data and will touch on other topics as they relate to these sources of data.
The contents of this document represent the work of NCCN and may not necessarily reflect the opinions of the external work group members or the organizations with which they are affiliated. This paper will focus primarily on topics that were identified as important by NCCN and the NCCN Data Needs Work Group and further discussed at the NCCN Data Needs Policy Summit.

**Overview and Background**

The appropriate collection and use of data is central to oncology research, clinical treatment, and coverage and reimbursement decisions. Different stakeholders and disparate forces are behind the incomprehensible amounts of data currently being collected on a daily basis. The oncology community needs a better understanding of the data currently being collected to develop much-needed analytical tools to advance personalized medicine. It is important for organizations to not only understand how to handle, collect, store, and disseminate these data but also translate it into actionable information that can help transform health care delivery. Appropriate use of data can lead to improved outcomes for patients, reduction of health care costs, and increased value to all stakeholders.

The NCCN Data Needs Work Group was tasked with recognizing and identifying challenges in data generation, collection, and use in oncology. The 4 main areas identified for consideration are data sources, patient-derived data, payor-collected data, and regulatory policy toward data generation and use. The decision was made to focus primarily on noninterventional sources of data and touch on additional topics as they relate to noninterventional sources. Noninterventional data can both complement and sometimes replace other types of data collection, including clinical trials that are not only expensive but also often require years to mature and produce data necessary for making health care decisions.

Noninterventional data used for the purposes of clinical, regulatory, and coverage decision-making come from a variety of sources, including retrospective medical chart reviews, cancer registries, electronic health records (EHRs), administrative systems, patient surveys, and uniform data collection. These data sources have varying levels of richness, different time frames for collection, different data collection rules, and varying data abstraction, and are not usually open access. EHRs are quickly becoming widespread and adopted as standard care within many doctors’ offices and hospitals; however, the data formats and collection of structured versus unstructured data vary widely. They offer data not typically found in disease registries, claims records, or prescription databases, and in some cases may be easier to analyze. Noninterventional data are also frequently used for quality control or performance improvement.

Patient-derived data and, more specifically, patient-reported outcomes (PROs) have garnered more attention in the past few years. PROs provide a way for collecting structured data within the context of clinical practice. PROs can provide understanding and detail regarding the impact of new treatments in both active treatment and supportive care settings. The analysis of PROs in clinical trials has led to labeling claims for new therapeutic agents. Researchers and regulators have cited several methodological issues that must be addressed to improve the measurement and interpretation of PROs. PROs have the capability to provide data that could be useful for clinical, regulatory, and coverage decision-making.

The challenges of data collection, aggregation, and reporting for regulatory decision-making are diverse and complicated. The FDA must handle large amounts of data in varying formats to make regulatory decisions quickly and effectively. Both drug and device companies are making the move to electronic data capture and standardized data formats, but the transition will take several years unless the FDA issues new requirements. The FDA and industry must continue to work together on data standards and formats to speed the regulatory approval process and ensure that safe interventions reach the public.

Increases in health care costs and continued concerns about safety and quality have resulted in payors demanding additional data, beyond that required by the FDA, to justify reimbursement of interventions. Our country’s largest payor, Medicare, uses available data to determine whether an intervention is “reasonable and necessary” for a beneficiary, whereas the data was generated to meet a different standard. Payors often seek information about questions such as comparative effectiveness, suitability in types of patients not studied as part of the FDA trials, and data regarding the safety and effectiveness of
off-label uses. Payors are increasingly using data to determine concordance with national guidelines and specialized oncology pathways. Claims data may be one of the richest sources of data from an administrative perspective. It provides a view of the full episode of care, and payors may use their own claims data to derive information, but most claims data do not include enough clinical information, such as staging or molecular characteristics, to fully inform decision-making regarding coverage decisions or to support research without being augmented with a source of clinical data (eg, cancer registries).

Work Group Description
To identify and examine challenges of data generation, collection, and application, NCCN convened a work group comprising thought leaders from NCCN Member Institutions, payors, manufacturers, government regulatory agencies, and patient groups. The NCCN Data Needs Work Group met on June 18, 2012 in Philadelphia, PA. In addition, NCCN held the NCCN Oncology Policy Summit: Data Needs in Oncology - Clinical, Regulatory, Coverage, and Policy Issues on October 5, 2012 in Washington, DC. This summit included additional thought leaders representing the aforementioned groups and other relevant stakeholders.

There was interest on the part of NCCN and the NCCN Data Needs Work Group in exploring a wide range of topics within the data realm. This document encapsulates the discussion during the work group meeting and at the policy summit, including background on data sources and discussion about patient-derived data, including PROs, payor-collected data, and regulatory policy toward data generation and use.

Data Sources
Data collection is driven by stakeholders’ intended uses. Physicians are not collecting data with the same intentions as clinical researchers or payors, resulting in differing qualities and attributes in the data collected by each group of stakeholders. Possible sources of data include both interventional studies (eg, clinical trials) and noninterventional studies (eg, registries, observational studies, PROs, postmarketing surveillance studies, comparative effectiveness studies, claims data, EHRs). A recent article in the *Journal of Clinical Oncology* detailed administrative databases that provide observational data. Common research concepts and methods for overcoming bias in the analysis of observational data were also explained. These data sources have varying levels of richness, different time frames for collection, different data collection rules, and varying data abstraction, and are not usually open access. Ideally, an integrated coordinated data platform would exist that could solve multiple problems simultaneously and provide information that could assist in health care optimization and redesign and improve value and quality of care.

Innovative Data Sources
Several members of the NCCN Data Needs Work Group presented examples of their organizations’ innovative data repositories at the policy summit. Descriptions of the data repositories are provided in the following sections.

**The Duke Cancer Institute Experience:** The mission at the Duke Cancer Institute is to raise the bar and collect research-quality clinical data that improves the understanding of both the clinical and research interface. Collecting PROs is one part of this process and allows for the collection of structured data within the context of clinical practice that reflects who people are and their personal experience. Four key components to collection of PROs include technology, choice of instrument, process integration, and analytics and visualization. Duke integrates PRO data into their data warehouse along with tumor registry, NCCN Outcomes Database, and administrative data. Through a NCI Grand Opportunities (GO) grant, Duke has created a registry that essentially integrates all of their different data sets across their data warehouse and health system. This continuously aggregating data set is able to create annotations for biospecimens. Although this type of registry can integrate all types of data together, the challenge that remains is to develop analytical tools that can make sense of all the data and allow stakeholders to transform data into knowledge.

**Avastin Registry Investigation of Effectiveness and Safety:** The Avastin Registry Investigation of Effectiveness and Safety (ARIES) study, sponsored by Genentech, is a prospective observational cohort study of patients with metastatic colorectal cancer who are treated with Avastin and chemotherapy. The study, which ended in March 2012, had 2000
patients enrolled who were followed until death or loss to follow-up, with data collected quarterly. ARIES also includes archival tissue and blood DNA. One of the objectives of the registry was to compare survival outcomes of patients who used Avastin in both first- and second-line treatment with those of patients who used Avastin in first-line treatment and a different chemotherapy for second-line treatment. This registry adds to the understanding of Avastin’s real-world use and allows for examination of safety data postlaunch, particularly in patients that may not have been well represented in clinical trials. This type of registry allows for the application of innovative methodology to observational data that may improve precision in measuring exposure outcomes and confounders.

**Onology Services Comprehensive Electronic Records:** Amgen, in collaboration with IMS Health, has created a robust EMR data platform for business analytics, safety, clinical development, effectiveness, outcomes, and epidemiologic research. The core of Oncology Services Comprehensive Electronic Records (OSCER) is a data warehouse of roughly 590,000 outpatient oncology clinic patient EMRs with more than 650 variables from approximately 380 medical clinics. The core is linked with health care claims, death records, tumor registry records, and EMR records from other sites of care. OSCER uses a proprietary software package that allows linkages between disparate data sets without violating patient confidentiality and HIPAA regulations. Biospecimens and biomarker test results are being added, because the platform is constantly evolving to capture new medical tests, procedures, and treatments as they are implemented in the practice of medicine. The goal is to sustain a platform that enables the application of real-world data for effectiveness and safety research, and to serve commercial market research needs.

**Molecular Diagnostic Services Program:** Palmetto GBA, in coordination with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), has developed the Molecular Diagnostic Services Program (MolDx) to identify and establish coverage and reimbursement for molecular diagnostic tests in the J1 Medicare Administrative Contractor jurisdiction. The J1 jurisdiction comprises California, Nevada, Hawaii, Guam, American Samoa, and the Northern Marianas. The genesis of this program was the lack of sufficient, adequate codes; stacked coding; and inappropriate billing for molecular tests. Palmetto GBA was unsure what tests they were reimbursing providers for and were unable to mine the data. MolDx uses the McKesson Diagnostics Exchange module to collect evidentiary and utilization information about the molecular tests that laboratories submit for coverage. Based on the information provided for the technical assessment, Palmetto GBA will apply multiple methodologies appropriate to the specific test to determine an equitable value for each submitted test. Once registered, the laboratory receives either a McKesson Z-code or Palmetto Test Identifier (PTI) that must be entered in the claim line narrative/comment field. If a claim comes in without an identifier on the claim line, it is rejected and no option for appeal is available. The future of this program is currently unknown at the time of publication because a different contractor has received the Medicare administrative contract for the J1 jurisdiction.

**National Cancer Databases**

There are currently 3 national cancer-related databases: the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) National Program of Cancer Registries (NPCR); the NCI’s Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) Program; and the National Cancer Database (NCDB), a joint collaboration between the American College of Surgeon’s Commission on Cancer (ACS CoC) and the American Cancer Society. NPCR and SEER are cancer surveillance systems with a primary mission of providing population-based estimates with which to understand the occurrence and distribution of cancer, whereas the NCDB is dedicated to looking at and measuring quality as a baseline for improvement. The data submitted and found in these cancer registries are essentially the same as what comes from the same overlapping set of sources. The registries differ in their foci, use, and subsequent reporting.

The NPCR collects data on the occurrence of cancer; the type, extent, and location of the cancer; and the type of initial treatment. In each state, medical facilities (including hospitals, physicians’ offices, therapeutic radiation facilities, freestanding surgical centers, and pathology laboratories) report these data to a central cancer registry. State cancer registries are designed to monitor cancer trends over time, determine cancer patterns, guide planning and evaluation of cancer control programs, help set funding priorities, advance health services research, and provide information for a
national database of cancer incidence. These registries can be resource-intensive and difficult to maintain and augment. They often have a significant time lag, and registries may have different rules surrounding the data and have different types of data abstractors, including clinical research assistants and certified tumor registrars. Chart abstraction is labor-intensive, inefficient, and prone to error relative to prospective electronic capture of information.

SEER is a source of information on cancer incidence and survival in the United States. SEER currently collects and publishes cancer incidence and survival data from population-based cancer registries covering approximately 28% of the US population. The SEER Program registries routinely collect data on patient demographics, primary tumor site, tumor morphology and stage at diagnosis, first course of treatment, and follow-up for vital status. The SEER Program is the only comprehensive source of population-based information in the United States that includes stage of cancer at diagnosis and patient survival data. SEER data are also linked to Medicare data for patients aged 65 years and older. Linking the 2 data sets provides information about both initial diagnosis and subsequent treatment, but lacks information on oral medications taken by patients.

The NCDB is a nationwide oncology outcomes database for more than 1500 ACS CoC-accredited cancer programs in the United States and Puerto Rico. Approximately 70% of all newly diagnosed cases of cancer in the United States are captured at the institutional level and reported to the NCDB. The NCDB contains approximately 26 million records from hospital cancer registries across the United States. These data are used to explore trends in cancer care, create regional and state benchmarks for participating hospitals, and serve as the basis for quality improvement. Data elements are collected and submitted to the NCDB from CoC-accredited cancer program registries using nationally standardized data item and coding definitions, as specified in the CoC’s Facility Oncology Registry Data Standards, and nationally standardized data transmission format specifications coordinated through the North American Association of Central Cancer Registries. These elements include patient characteristics, cancer staging and tumor histologic characteristics, type of first course treatment administered, and outcomes information.

**Alternative Data Sources**

Other organizations, including industry, are making efforts to create repositories of data sets. The CEO Roundtable on Cancer has started an initiative for sharing cancer clinical trial data, entitled DataSphere. This effort aims to create a repository of data sets from cancer clinical trials conducted by drug companies, academic laboratories, and other organizations. The program started with 2 data sets contributed by Sanofi, and organizers hope to make the repository available to outside researchers by April of 2013. Initially, data from comparator arms of clinical trials will be contributed, and proponents estimate that pooling data could cut costs of developing a drug by 10%. This can be seen as a step forward, because pharmaceutical companies have historically been worried about competitive advantage, and academic researchers have been concerned about the ability to publish. In a similar initiative, a group of 10 pharmaceutical companies announced that they would work together through a nonprofit named TransCelerate BioPharma to standardize clinical trial formats and execution in many ways, from patient recruitment to how to record data.

An additional source of high-quality data is the NCCN Oncology Outcomes Database, which is a network-based data collection, reporting, and analytic system that describes the patterns and outcomes of care delivered in the management of patients with cancer. The NCCN Oncology Outcomes Database is composed of 5 database components: breast, colon/rectal, non–small cell lung, and ovarian cancers and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas. More than 300 HIPAA-compliant data elements tracking the continuum of care longitudinally are contained in this database, including complete patient demographics, histories, and characteristics; sites of metastases; sequencing of therapies; reasons for discontinuation of chemotherapy; and progression-free and overall survival. The NCCN Oncology Outcomes Database, which officially stopped collecting new data in February 2013, represents an early gold-standard model that could potentially benefit from modernization, such as the use of aggregating information technology solutions to ensure its relevance to the oncology community.

**Electronic Health Records**

EHRs are a means of collecting, documenting, and displaying information electronically. The Health Information and Management Systems Society
has defined the essential attributes and requirements of EHRs. Information collected often includes basic demographics, billing and coding requirements, medications administered, laboratory values, patient symptoms and history, and diagnostic information. EHRs offer data not typically found in disease registries, claims records, or prescription databases. Most EHRs have been designed to support clinical workflow needs, while supporting administrative and financial systems. With the greater amount of data found in EHRs, they are being used increasingly for observational research, for postmarketing safety evaluation, and to inform decision-making.

The availability of data varies across EHRs and depends on the design and completeness of data entry. Because EHRs are designed primarily for patient care and billing, details that are important to health research may not be collected as rigorously as is required for all types of research.

There is currently a lack of consensus and standardization in EHRs. The Clinical Oncology Requirements for the EHR (CORE) initiative, a collaboration among ASCO, the NCI Center for Biomedical Informatics and Information Technology, and the NCI Community Cancer Center Program, identified essential elements and features of EHRs for cancer care.

The use of EHRs has increased since 2009 because of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act). The HITECH Act authorized incentive payments to Medicare- and Medicaid-participating physicians who adopted and used EHR systems. Physicians must show that they are meeting “meaningful use” requirements to receive incentive payments. As of the end of November 2012, $9.2 billion had been distributed to 177,100 eligible health care providers and hospitals through the meaningful use incentive program. According to a recent CDC Survey, 72% of office-based physicians used EHR systems in 2012. Many hospitals and large health systems are also using EHR systems either purchased from a vendor and customized for the particular hospital, or have designed and implemented their own system.

The Kaiser Permanente health system provides an example of the uptake of EHRs. Their EHR system, purchased from Epic Systems, cost $4 billion to install and took 5 years to fully implement. The system links 37 Kaiser hospitals, 15,857 physicians, and 9 million members. Kaiser completed the gradual switch to an electronic system, but not without some initial objections from doctors, system outages, and periods of low productivity. Kaiser’s experience with EHRs shows the positives of EHRs and the limitations that still exist. The inability of EHR systems to interoperate can be explained partly by the vast number of vendors and the lack of guidance from the federal government. There are 551 certified medical information software companies in the United States, selling 1137 software programs. Many of these vendors are large, such as General Electric and Epic, but there are also hundreds of niche players. An additional significant obstacle to interoperability stems from clinical documentation practices.

Many providers document their clinical notes in prose-like narratives rather than prespecified formats. To most easily use the information entered into an EHR, every piece of information should be codified. This approach would not appeal to most physicians, and a compromise must be found that incorporates both discretized documentation and narrative documentation.

An additional use of EHRs is in accountable care organizations (ACOs). Introduced in the Affordable Care Act by President Obama, ACOs in their most basic form consist of networks of health care facilities and physicians who share responsibility for delivering quality medical care in a cost-effective manner. ACOs have to coordinate patient care across their networks, and EHRs may enable providers within the ACO to more easily share and exchange information, coordinate care, and increase value. In addition to allowing for more streamlined care coordination and individual patient management, the use of EHRs and electronic information exchange within an ACO will allow interventions to be evaluated on a population basis to identify those that are successful and those that are not.

In a survey conducted by Harris Interactive, 85% of Americans have some kind of anxiety related to EHRs. They worry that their digitized health data could be lost, damaged, or corrupted, and that their physician may not be able to access their records dur-
ing a power outage or if computers crash. Worries about data breaches are valid. The Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) has received reports of data breaches that have affected 21 million people’s medical records since September 2009.\(^1\) Providers, hospitals, and the government must work to assure patients that their data are safe and are being used appropriately.

**Patient-Reported Data**

There is growing recognition that PRO measures can complement traditional biomedical outcome measures (eg, overall survival, disease-free survival) in conveying important information about the overall burden of cancer and the effectiveness of interventions.\(^1\) The collection of patient-reported data is a way to accumulate structured data within the context of clinical practice. PROs include information such as symptoms, quality of life, value, satisfaction, medication use, and compliance. PROs have recently garnered more attention in the clinical community because of the increased focus on personalized medicine and the growing interest in bringing the patient’s perspective to cancer core decision-making. PROs also offer real-time information to aid provider decision-making that affects clinical care and psychosocial factors. Some examples of outcomes that PROs target include preventing readmissions, reducing depression or anxiety, and ensuring compliance with oral chemotherapy protocols.

PRO measures have multiple potential uses in oncology. One of the primary areas of application is randomized clinical trials. PROs have the ability to add value to randomized clinical trials, in some types of trials more than others. Ganz and Goodwin\(^1\) concluded that PROs can play an important, even pivotal, role in studies in which biomedical outcomes are essentially equivalent. Conversely, PROs may be of secondary importance in comparing interventions that are curative in intent and differ substantially in biomedical outcomes. PROs can also play a pivotal role when studies have not provided evidence of a leading therapeutic option, such as prostate cancer.\(^1\)

A second area of application of PRO measures is the regulatory approval process. The FDA PRO Guidance document entitled “Patient-Reported Outcome Measures: Use in Medical Product Development to Support Labeling Claims” provides advice to drug manufacturers regarding the FDA’s preferred approach to conducting clinical trials when an FDA-approved PRO-based labeling claim is desired.\(^2\) The Center for Medical Technology and Policy has released an effectiveness guidance document that provides recommendations for incorporating PROs into the design of clinical trials for adults with cancer.\(^3\) The authors recognized that, “Patients’ subjective experiences constitute information that is essential to any study examining the real-world outcomes of existing treatments or process interventions. PROs offer value added to standard clinical research.”\(^3\)

Another potential use of PROs is in clinical practice. There is growing recognition that routine measurement of PROs in oncology practice may improve cancer care planning, monitoring, and management for patients and survivors.\(^4\) The use of PROs in everyday clinical practice can promote better communication and shared decision-making by patients and providers, and help distinguish physical, emotional, and social issues that can be addressed.

The advent of PROs has been largely due to technology that allows for more efficient, reliable, and valid reporting. PROs can be collected by electronic means, including Web-based surveys and hand-held devices. The collection of PROs has improved because of better reporting instruments integrated directly into the care process. Survey questions have been refined and validated. Patients may be asked to complete a questionnaire while waiting to see their physician, or complete a survey at home using the Web. To gather the most relevant data, the data capture process and technology must be matched to where the patient is in terms of their education, illness, and preferred site of care and site of interaction.

Furthermore, the increase in the use of PROs for clinical decision-making is partly because of improved analytics and visualization techniques. Data must be presented to physicians in a format that is effective for how they conduct their practice and interact with patients. This may require trying various visualization formats. Although visualization is critically important, predictive modeling or decision-support related to PROs is also important to trigger recommended interventions. In addition to the use of PROs by providers, patient-reported data can be used by a multidisciplinary care team, banked for a series of aggregated tasks, or integrated into a larger data warehouse.

Challenges to the use of patient-reported data and outcomes in clinical trials do exist.\(^2\) The validity and reliability of patient-reported data can be chal-
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lenged by researchers. Measures must be validated and the psychometrics of PRO data must be constantly checked by a team that includes statisticians, clinicians, clinical trialists, and patients. An additional challenge is the capture and cost of capture for research participants and personnel.

To ensure that patients fully participate in reporting their outcomes, they must understand the value in reporting how they feel, whether they can work and perform self-care tasks, and whether they have been adhering to their treatment regimen. A feedback loop should exist between patients and their physicians so that patients know their self-reported data are being used to improve communication and shared decision-making. It is also important for patients to know whether their data are being used to help make treatment decisions for other patients with cancer. It was stated at the policy summit that we have historically been scientifically and regulatorily focused on objective measures, whereas the patient experience may in fact be the most important measure of quality care.

Regulatory Challenges for Oncology Data

Regulatory agencies across the globe, tasked with ensuring the safety and effectiveness of drugs and medical products, receive data in a variety of formats, often conforming to proprietary industry data standards that may differ from company to company. In practice, this variance in formats adds complexity to the review process for regulatory agencies attempting to maintain efficiency, because each new drug or product submission in a different data format must be considered separately to make sense of the data. Hard copies of data, whether on compact disc or in some other medium, must be analyzed and processed, taking valuable time from the regulatory decision-making process, ultimately slowing the time it takes to get new treatments to the public.

In the United States, the FDA, which does not currently require a standard data format for submission, is experiencing an increase in submissions using Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) data, a standardized data format developed by CDISC, a “global, open, multidisciplinary, nonprofit organization that has established standards to support the acquisition, exchange, submission and archive of clinical research data and metadata.”

This is representative of an increasing trend to standardize medical data formats to begin to address data format disparities that muddle regulatory review.

Since 2008, the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) and Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) have recommended submitting using the electronic Common Technical Document (eCTD), an International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH)–developed standard. The eCTD uses CDISC as its preferred data format for submission. The FDA's recent draft guidance for industry requiring electronic regulatory submissions using the eCTD format for certain submissions further supports the FDA's goal of increased regulatory review efficiency.

In the context of regulatory review, standardized data formats allow for easier comparison of different studies, and therefore may help increase the efficiency of existing review processes and accuracy of reviews, potentially increasing safety. Although this trend toward standardized data, like CDISC data, may be increasing, industry has not yet fully adopted this format and still needs to change multiple types of reporting forms before it can submit all applications for new drugs or devices to FDA using the CDISC standards.

Further complicating this standardization effort is the regimenting of data within the FDA depending on whether it was acquired from industry for drugs, devices, or diagnostics applications. Data sharing across FDA offices, for example between CDER and the Center for Devices and Radiological Health, requires special permissions that slow data-sharing efforts. During the policy summit, Dr. Andrew von Eschenbach advised that the FDA should consider infrastructure improvements to allow for greater interoperability between divisions.

Data standardization itself is far from simple. For data to be useful across multiple platforms, numerous elements must be standardized, including data dictionaries, vocabulary, and rules for collecting and reporting data. To aid in standardization efforts, the FDA is organizing its data in a data warehouse called Janus that uses CDISC data as its standard to help address some of the issues noted earlier. This data warehouse is currently in its testing phase. This data
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Although the Janus data warehouse has the potential to increase efficiency of the FDA's review process, companies continue to own the data being analyzed, and the FDA would need permission to publish data or any studies based on the data. Ultimately, it has been suggested that Janus data could be the basis for the control group of a clinical trial, and especially useful in single-arm studies. It may also be possible to de-risk the research and development process for industry through sharing toxicity data using Janus. However, Janus relies on CDISC data, so older study data in need of conversion may remain outside the data warehouse, because it is extremely labor-intensive and expensive to convert non-CDISC data into the standardized format.

During the policy summit, Dr. Amy Abernethy of the Duke Cancer Institute encouraged emulating the data standardization that has made international commerce and banking seamless as data is moved and communicated across the globe. Ideally, this could be a valid model for cancer data, but more work must be performed to realize this goal, because cancer data elements are much more complex than most banking transactions. Projects such as Janus may be the start of a more nimble, responsive data system in medicine that could increase the speed and efficiency of knowledge sharing.

The FDA has also recently released draft guidance for clinical trial data collection that “promotes capturing source data in electronic form, and it is intended to assist in ensuring the reliability, quality, integrity, and traceability of electronic source data.”

This is another example of the many facets of data standardization that must be considered to increase regulatory review efficiency. It has been suggested that drug development could be expedited if data from clinical trials could be combined and analyzed through a trusted third party. However, as noted earlier, these data are proprietary and permission would need to be obtained to use it in this way.

Another issue that arises is that the regulatory evidence requirements from the FDA may conflict with payors' evidence objectives and could potentially burden innovation in drug development. Drug developers must manage both regulatory and payor data requirements to ensure that new treatments make it to market and are reimbursed. Data must show that a new treatment will improve outcomes, and payors must agree with the data to reimburse for the new treatment. Doctors must be comfortable with data before prescribing a new intervention, and patients, in turn, must feel comfortable taking it. Overcoming the regulatory hurdle alone does not ensure that a new treatment will be used in practice, partly because of these competing data needs.

Oncology Data Challenges for Payors

All stakeholders have different objectives for the data that they collect. For payors, the data elements needed to determine whether a treatment should be reimbursed are the most critical. Payor data have traditionally been of 3 kinds: claims data, pharmacy data, and administration data (from prior authorization). Other data elements may be collected by payors, but are not likely to be as complete as the critical reimbursement data, and are likely not as comprehensive as a medical chart. Often staging, biomarker status, outcomes, and patient preference data will be absent from payor-collected data. However, claims data have unique advantages. For example, claims data will follow an insured patient wherever treatment is sought. An individual hospital or provider's patient data may only provide a snapshot of one segment of a patient’s care, because care may be sought in multiple settings. Payor claims data will follow an insured patient across their health care experience. However, payor data aims to capture financial transactions, which will likely not provide a complete picture of the health care experience.

Payors vary in what data they collect beyond claims data. For example, Wellpoint plans to collect stage data when approving imaging requests and plans for more robust preauthorization for cancer therapy at a regimen level, and will collect clinical status and biomarker status data as part of this program. United Healthcare (UHC), the largest private payor in the United States, has collected stage, biomarker data, and current status as a voluntary process for breast, colon, lung, and prostate cancers. In the past 3 years, this has accounted for data from more than 34,000 patients. Like Wellpoint, UHC will start to collect staging and biomarker status data during the preauthorization process for cancer therapy. UHC has developed algorithms to help decipher lines
of therapy, progression-free survival, and survival. Challenges remain when multiple cancer diagnoses are involved, when processing codes for diagnostic tests, and in analyzing pharmacy data, which often have nonuniform facility-based revenue codes and nonstandard reporting procedures for pharmacy benefit managers.

As the setting of patient care has changed, the sources of billing data have also changed, causing variations in the reporting and quality of claims data. Although the ability to combine data collected by a physician with data collected by a pharmacist may be improving, claims data collected across different settings will often have missing data, preventing it from being a complete accurate account of the health care experience. As mentioned earlier, UHC is addressing this gap by collecting additional information, such as stage, status, adjuvant therapy, metastatic state, and relevant genetic markers, through voluntary processes and new preauthorization requirements. With these additional data, UHC hopes to address issues regarding quality gaps, utilization management, and health services research.

Tumor registries may function as an important data source to augment claims data, especially for diagnosis, treatment, and staging information. Discussion during the policy summit suggests that more payors are looking to collaborate with tumor registries to address areas of missing data, particularly survival data. Improving the quality of data allows payors to make better-informed choices, which impact the cost of care and factor into efforts to improve the safety and quality of care. Mortality data sources, such as credit agencies or the National Death Index Status Files, may also serve an important role in completing data.

Payors often collect data to gain a better understanding of the variation in health care. They wish to identify outliers and the source of variation, may it be perverse incentives, knowledge gaps, or something else. Claims and other data help increase understanding of how procedures are being used, and that knowledge can be used to impact health care decisions. However, the quality and validity of payor-collected data, even when augmented by other data sources, may not be useable in outcomes research if too many pieces of data are missing. Criticisms of the use of payor data for research arose at the policy summit. The rigorousness and robustness of the data was questioned along with the use of proxy sources and algorithms to account for missing data. Despite this, it is critical to use even imperfect payor-collected data to manage trends in the rapidly evolving oncology space and health care more broadly. Lee Newcomer of UHC supported the use of imperfect data because of pending financial collapse discussed in a recent *Annals of Family Medicine* article. The research suggests that we are on track for insurance premiums to surpass average household income by 2037, and that private health insurance will become increasingly unaffordable to low-to-middle-income Americans unless major changes are made in the US health care system. Payors may argue that needed changes to prevent this scenario can only occur using their imperfect data.

Another payor effort, pioneered by the CMS, is to allow for coverage of promising technologies that may not pass Medicare’s “reasonable and necessary” standard because of a lack of evidence. This “coverage with evidence development” (CED) process provides a mechanism to increase data and evidence about the safety and effectiveness of new technologies that allow patients to access potentially beneficial care that without coverage would not be an option. This may also allow for comparative effectiveness research that payors have not typically engaged in, as more data are gathered and processed on competing procedures. CED has been used in at least 2 key clinical areas in oncology: PET scans and drugs for the treatment of colorectal cancer. An additional effort by a CMS contractor was detailed earlier. Palmetto GBA established MolDx to better-identify molecular and genomic tests and determine coverage and reimbursement. Medicare itself is limited in how it can use data it collects, although its health care data has proven to be some of the most useful available for others to examine health care trends (ie, SEER/Medicare data).

Payors often collect data to gain a better understanding of the variation in health care. They wish to identify outliers and the source of variation, may it be perverse incentives, knowledge gaps, or something else. Claims and other data help increase understanding of how procedures are being used, and that knowledge can be used to impact health care decisions. However, the quality and validity of payor-collected data, even when augmented by other data sources, may not be useable in outcomes research if too many pieces of data are missing. Criticisms of the use of payor data for research arose at the policy summit. The rigorousness and robustness of the data was questioned along with the use of proxy sources and algorithms to account for missing data. Despite this, it is critical to use even imperfect payor-collected data to manage trends in the rapidly evolving oncology space and health care more broadly. Lee Newcomer of UHC supported the use of imperfect data because of pending financial collapse discussed in a recent *Annals of Family Medicine* article. The research suggests that we are on track for insurance premiums to surpass average household income by 2037, and that private health insurance will become increasingly unaffordable to low-to-middle-income Americans unless major changes are made in the US health care system. Payors may argue that needed changes to prevent this scenario can only occur using their imperfect data.

Another payor effort, pioneered by the CMS, is to allow for coverage of promising technologies that may not pass Medicare’s “reasonable and necessary” standard because of a lack of evidence. This “coverage with evidence development” (CED) process provides a mechanism to increase data and evidence about the safety and effectiveness of new technologies that allow patients to access potentially beneficial care that without coverage would not be an option. This may also allow for comparative effectiveness research that payors have not typically engaged in, as more data are gathered and processed on competing procedures. CED has been used in at least 2 key clinical areas in oncology: PET scans and drugs for the treatment of colorectal cancer. An additional effort by a CMS contractor was detailed earlier. Palmetto GBA established MolDx to better-identify molecular and genomic tests and determine coverage and reimbursement. Medicare itself is limited in how it can use data it collects, although its health care data has proven to be some of the most useful available for others to examine health care trends (ie, SEER/Medicare data).

Ultimately, it is important for payors to make effective use of data they are collecting to improve the quality of the health care delivery system. In many cases, using third-party data to augment existing data may help improve efficiency and may increase the safety and quality of care being delivered.

**Closing Statement**

The NCCN Data Needs Work Group, along with others, have identified numerous challenges re-
lated to collecting and using data and synthesizing knowledge that were not detailed within this report. A recent Institute of Medicine forum focused on the informatics needs and challenges in cancer research.32 It was noted that clinical data systems and research data systems do not routinely interoperate. Ideally, these 2 sources of data would be linked or at least have the ability to be linked to complete studies. Technical obstacles identified include the sheer quantity and nonuniformity of the data being collected.33 Currently, too many standards exist to choose from and none are universally adopted. Additionally, the absence of incentives to build interconnected systems is a limiting factor in encouraging collaboration.

The NCCN Data Needs Work Group discussed a variety of noninterventional data sources, including registries, EHRs, patient-reported data, and payors’ claims data. Each data source has inherent strengths and weaknesses, including varying levels of richness, different time frames for collection, different data collection rules, varying data abstraction, and varying rules on public access. Noninterventional data can complement other types of data collection, including clinical trials in an expedited, less-expensive manner. The oncology community must understand the wealth of data that are currently being collected, work to limit the amount of redundancy found in the current data systems, and strive to form collaborative relationships that use current data sources.

Patient-derived data and, more specifically, PROs have garnered more attention over the past few years, because they can provide understanding and detail regarding the impact of new treatments in both active treatment and supportive care settings. PRO measures have multiple potential uses in oncology, including in randomized clinical trials, registry approvals, and clinical care. To gather the most relevant data, the data capture process and technology must be matched to where the patient is in terms of their education, illness, and preferred site of care and site of interaction.

The challenges of data collection, aggregation, and reporting for regulatory decision-making are numerous. The FDA must balance the processing of large amounts of data in varying formats with the need to make regulatory decisions quickly and effectively. Although industry is beginning to standardize its data formats, such as using CDISC, the transition may take several years, depending on future FDA data requirements. The FDA and industry must continue to work together on data standards and formats and on projects, such as the Janus clinical trial repository, to speed the regulatory approval process and ensure that safe interventions reach the public.

Payors are collecting additional information, such as stage, status, adjuvant therapy, metastatic state, and relevant genetic markers through voluntary processes and new preauthorization requirements. With this additional data, payors hope to address issues regarding quality gaps, use management, and health services research. It is important for payors to make effective use of data they are collecting to improve the quality of the health care delivery system. Using third-party data, such as state cancer registries, to augment existing data may help improve efficiency and increase the safety and quality of care being delivered.

Data must go beyond simply its acquisition, and turn information into actionable knowledge that will positively impact clinical care. Data should be moved from silos of information to an integrated system. Innovation must occur to create more capacity and capability to analyze and apply data in ways that improve patient care and increase the value of care. The oncology community must embrace the idea of collaboration to combine available sources of data and improve the current health care system.
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